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Fill your home with the freshly baked scent of luscious apple pie, the sizzle of peachy grilled
chicken or the beckoning aroma of juicy roast lamb, all brought to life in this charming collection
of recipes.New York Times bestselling author Sherryl Woods invites you into the world of
Serenity, South Carolina, where good food and good friends await. Based on her beloved Sweet
Magnolias series, this gorgeous cookbook is full of Southern classics and heartwarming stories
of friendship and fun. Join Dana Sue Sullivan, a popular character and Southern cook herself, as
she shares her favorite down-home recipes as well as secrets, stories and small-town gossip
from the world of the Sweet Magnolias!Whether you're making flaky, buttery, too-good-to-be-true
biscuits, or spicy seafood gumbo, the 150 recipes found in these pages will bring your family and
friends together to celebrate the comforts of home.From legendary margarita nights to indulgent
Sunday brunches to heartening holiday meals, every recipe in this book is sure to infuse your life
and your kitchen with the warmth of the South and the comfort of good food.
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Lemon BarsFall Festival Munch MixOld-Fashioned Molasses CookiesConversion ChartsAbout
the AuthorsINTRODUCTIONThroughout the Sweet Magnolias books—ten of them to date—
food plays an important role. Southern food. Grits and gravy. Fried chicken. Red velvet cake.
Peach cobbler. Bread pudding. Oh, my! I can gain ten pounds just writing about these things. As
for eating them, it’s best I not go there, at least on a regular basis. Moderation, that’s the key. I try
to remember that in real life, if not in my fictional world of Serenity, South Carolina.The talk of
food is particularly prominent in A Slice of Heaven, Dana Sue’s story centered around Sullivan’s
—her regional success story, a restaurant known for putting a new spin on traditional Southern
dishes. But food—and drink—also come into play at the infamous margarita nights held by the
group of old friends who call themselves the Sweet Magnolias, at the café in The Corner Spa
where less caloric offerings are available and in the many backyard get-togethers of the Sweet
Magnolias and their families. These Southern gals are, you see—like the friends you have in



your community or neighborhood—always ready to share a meal and have some fun.As for
myself, I have an interesting relationship with food: I love to eat! A little too much, perhaps. I also
love to write about food. I guess I must be good at inventing things because the funny thing is,
I’ve never really considered myself much of a cook.While growing up, I didn’t show much interest
in learning to cook (I was too busy reading!), but by the time I was in my early teens, I was the
default cook in my family. My working mother hated to cook. My dad enjoyed it, but he also
worked. If I expected dinner at a reasonable hour, I figured out that I had to make it, so I set out
to learn a few basics. I managed to get food on the table most of the time. At least until the night
my parents arrived home to find me standing in the yard in tears and cradling my hand, which I’d
managed to sear with hot grease, probably while attempting to fry chicken. That gave my mother
pause. In the end, though, I kept cooking. Nothing fancy, mind you. No baking pies or cakes. No
exotic, complicated dishes. Just get-it-over-with meals that were edible.Once I was out and on
my own, my repertoire expanded. I was, after all, trying to impress a date from time to time. I
recall the first Thanksgiving dinner I made for friends. I had to call my dad, the grand master of
the Thanksgiving meal in our household, to figure out what on earth I was supposed to do with
the turkey. He also coached me through our family’s traditional dressing and how to perfect our
favorite sweet potatoes with marshmallows.These days I do more writing about cooking than
actual cooking, but I still like to get into the kitchen and try to impress some of my friends. It
seems that a lot of them have taken cooking classes or belong to some gourmet club that hosts
fancy monthly dinner parties. I’m traumatized every time I invite them to dinner, wondering how
they’re going to react to my dishes. My proudest moment came a few days after I’d grilled
grouper and served it with a mango-papaya chutney I’d made from scratch. A friend reported
having a similar dish at a fancy restaurant we all love and said, “Yours was better!” So,
apparently I do have my moments of culinary triumph.Then one day I was busy writing away—no
doubt creating dishes on the page but not in the kitchen—when my publisher suggested that it
might be nice to have a cookbook reflecting all the many occasions on which food plays a
comforting or celebratory role for the Sweet Magnolias. While I was still trying to wrap my mind
around the thought (how would I ever write a cookbook?), along came an out-of-the-blue e-mail
from a reader named Teddi Wohlford.Teddi said she loved the Sweet Magnolias books, then
added that she identified particularly with Dana Sue because she, too, is a Southern chef. She
was also, as it turned out, the answer to my prayers. Teddi cooks! She caters! She’s published a
couple of Southern cookbooks of her own! Well, you can see how this might be a match made in
publishing heaven.Since the Sweet Magnolias series began, many of you have asked about
recipes for some of the dishes mentioned. Here they are, along with many, many more created
by Teddi, who (like Dana Sue) has put a new spin on many traditional Southern dishes and
kicked ’em up a notch. I have worked my way through these incredible recipes and developed a
whole new relationship with my treadmill along the way. But trust me, it’s been worth it. I hope
you enjoy them as much as I do!Helen’s Lethal MargaritasC’mon, Baby, Light My Fire Chicken
WingsSWEET MAGNOLIAS MARGARITA NIGHTSHey, y’all. I’m Dana Sue Sullivan, one of the



three original Sweet Magnolias, and I’ll be your guide through these pages. I’ll tell you a little
about myself, a lot about Serenity, South Carolina, and a few secrets I’m probably supposed to
be keeping to myself.I’d like to believe the task was turned over to me because, as the owner of
Sullivan’s, I’m the best cook, but the truth is everyone else in Serenity is so darn busy. Or
suddenly claims to be. You know how it goes.Here’s a little background on the Sweet Magnolias
to start. Three of us—Helen Decatur-Whitney, Maddie Maddox and I—have been best friends
since we met on the playground at Serenity Elementary School, which at the time was the only
elementary school in town. Now there are two. That’s how small Serenity is, which can be both a
blessing and a curse. Neighbors around here sure do have a way of getting in your business. I
think they like to look at it as part of the small-town Southern charm, though personally I’m a lot
fonder of some of our other traditions.At any rate, I won’t say just how long ago it was when the
three of us started calling ourselves the Sweet Magnolias, but I spotted my first gray hair the
other day. That alone was almost traumatic enough to call for a margarita night.You see, that’s
what margarita nights are all about: friends getting together to support one another in a crisis, no
matter how large or small. Helen, Maddie and I have faced our share of crises over the years, I
can tell you that. Divorces, controversy, serious problems with our kids. We sometimes joke that
Helen became a lawyer just because she knew we’d all eventually land in so much hot water!
Whenever there’s trouble for any one of us—or for any of the many women we’ve welcomed into
the fold in recent years—the first thing we do is call for a margarita night. It used to be that these
get-togethers were impromptu, but now that there are so many of us and our schedules are so
crazy, we have to plan for them. Either way, planned or spontaneous, I’m not sure what we’d do
without these occasions when we can let off steam.It’s not about Helen’s Lethal Margaritas, not
really. Nor is it about my Killer Guacamole, though it is to die for, if I do say so myself. It’s about
friends supporting friends through tough times. It’s about finding laughter through the tears,
about giving advice—whether it’s wanted or not. We can even manage to keep our opinions to
ourselves from time to time if that’s requested, though I assure you, it’s not our first choice.Now
that some of us are getting a little older (my daughter and her friends are now Sweet Magnolias,
for goodness’ sake, as is Helen’s mother, Flo, much to Helen’s dismay), we’ve added some
more substantial food to these gatherings. Those C’mon, Baby, Light My Fire Chicken Wings are
just one of the recent additions. You’ll find more ideas here for fleshing out a menu that can even
be put together at a moment’s notice.But, like I said, it’s not about the drinks. Or the food. Those
are incidental to the camaraderie. All it really takes to achieve the perfect margarita night is
getting a group of women together to make the burden of your troubles a little lighter. No matter
what you’re facing, don’t you find it’s always a little easier when you’re surrounded by friends? I
sure do.Helen’s Lethal Margaritas1 (6-ounce) can frozen limeade concentrate¾ cup tequila¼
cup triple sec or Grand Marnier2 tablespoons agave nectar or honeyOkay, y’all, it doesn’t get
much easier than this—and sooo delish!Fill the container of a blender with 4 cups of ice. Add all
ingredients. Secure lid on blender, and blend until smooth. Pour into 4 salt-rimmed margarita
glasses, or simply pass straws to your best friends and let everyone gather around.SERVES



4Note: Agave nectar comes from the same plant that tequila is made from. You can find it in
most grocery stores today or in health food or nutrition stores. It makes a really authentic
margarita!STRAWBERRY MARGARITAS—substitute 12 ounces of frozen strawberries for 2
cups of the ice in the recipe.MANGO MARGARITAS (Dana Sue’s favorite!)—substitute 12
ounces of frozen mango chunks for 2 cups of the ice in the recipe.Dana Sue’s Killer Chunky
Guacamole3 ripe avocadosZest and juice of 1 lime½ cup diced ripe (firm) tomato1/3 cup finely
diced purple onion¼ cup minced fresh cilantro4 garlic cloves, minced2 jalapeño peppersSea
salt to taste Using a sharp knife, cut avocados in half, lengthwise. Remove and reserve pit from
each avocado. Carefully scoop out avocado from the peel, then dice into small to medium
chunks. Combine avocado with lime zest and juice in a medium mixing bowl. Stir gently. Add
tomato, onion, cilantro and garlic. As far as the jalapeño goes, you decide whether you want this
guacamole fiery hot, mild or somewhere in between. For the hot stuff, leave in all the seeds and
ribs of the peppers. For the less brave, remove all the seeds. And for wimps, you’ll want to
remove all the seeds and the ribs of the peppers. Season to taste with sea salt. Stir gently to
blend, trying not to mash the avocado. Place the avocado pits in the bowl with the guacamole,
then cover the bowl tightly with plastic food wrap. Refrigerate up to 1 day before serving.TO
SERVERemove the pits. Serve with fresh, crisp tortilla chips and your favorite salsa. Of course,
margaritas are a must!MAKES 3½–4 CUPS, depending on the size of the avocados.Magnolia
Blossom Cocktail1 jigger vanilla vodka1 jigger half-and-half2 tablespoons vanilla-infused simple
syrup¼ teaspoon orange flower water4–6 ounces chilled lemon-lime soda½ teaspoon grated
lemon zestIn a tall glass filled with ice, add first 4 ingredients. Add lemon-lime soda to near top
of glass. Stir gently. Add grated lemon zest on top of cocktail.MAKES 1 COCKTAILNote: Make
your own simple syrup for cocktails rather than purchasing it at a gourmet market. Simply
combine 1 cup water and 1 cup granulated sugar in a small saucepan. Bring to a boil, stirring to
dissolve the sugar. Remove from heat, and let cool to room temperature. (Stir in 1 teaspoon
vanilla for a vanilla-infused simple syrup.) Store any unused simple syrup in the refrigerator for
use within a week or so. You can also freeze the syrup to extend the life for up to 2 months.Snow
Cream Martinis1½ cups vanilla vodka½ cup white chocolate liqueur½ cup sweetened
condensed milk3 cups chipped ice or small ice cubesCombine all ingredients in a blender.
Process until almost smooth.SERVES 6Note: This festive cocktail tastes like a winter
wonderland!Mint Juleps3 loosely packed cups washed fresh mint leaves4 cups boiling water¾
cup sugar2 cups Maker’s Mark whiskeyGARNISH (OPTIONAL)Mint sprigs Fill a large glass
bowl with mint leaves. Reserve a few for garnish. Pour boiling water over the mint. Cover with
plastic wrap, and let steep until mixture reaches room temperature. Strain mint liquid, and
discard leaves. Add sugar to mint liquid, and stir to dissolve. Add whiskey. Bottle as desired, then
cork or seal bottles. Refrigerate up to 6 months. Serve over crushed ice with a sprig of mint for
garnish.MAKES 6 CUPSNote from Dana Sue: I admit that I miss the (time-consuming)
ceremony and cherished tradition of making individual mint juleps—crushing the mint, stirring
the sugar until it dissolves, adding bourbon, then pouring over crushed ice—but I adore the ease



of this recipe version! I almost always have the mixture on hand during the hot summer.Citrus
Bourbon Slushy8 cups water, divided1 family-size tea bag or 4 regular-size tea bags1 packed
cup light brown sugar1 (12-ounce) can frozen orange juice concentrate, thawed1 (12-ounce)
can frozen lemonade concentrate, thawed1 (6-ounce) can frozen limeade concentrate, thawed2
cups bourbon Bring 2 cups water to a boil. Add tea bag(s). Let steep 5 minutes only. Lift tea
bag(s) from water after steeping, then discard. Add brown sugar. Stir to dissolve. Add remaining
ingredients, and stir to blend. Cover, and freeze 2–4 hours until slushy, stirring several times with
a fork while freezing.MAKES ALMOST 1 GALLONNote: This drink is almost as refreshing
served over crushed ice instead of freezing. Dilute with lemon-lime or club soda if you prefer a
less potent cocktail.Fire & Ice Pickles2 (32-ounce) jars nonrefrigerated pickle slices4 cups
granulated sugar2 tablespoons Tabasco sauce1 teaspoon crushed red pepper flakes4 minced
garlic cloves Combine all ingredients, and mix well. Cover, and let stand at room temperature 3–
4 hours, stirring occasionally. Divide into 4 (1-pint) canning jars. Seal tightly. Refrigerate up to 1
month.MAKES 4 PINTSNote: Best if made at least 1 week before eating to allow flavors to
develop.C’mon, Baby, Light My Fire Chicken WingsWINGS30 chicken wings1 envelope dry
ranch dressing mix1 cup flour1 quart canola or vegetable oilSAUCE½ cup butter3 packed
tablespoons light brown sugar½ cup mild hot sauce, such as Texas Pete Hot Sauce or Frank’s
RedHot Sauce2 tablespoons apple cider vinegar½ teaspoon garlic powder½ teaspoon crushed
red pepper flakesWINGS Snip off wing tips from chicken wings, then cut wings into two sections
(at the joint). Blot chicken wings dry using paper towels. Place ranch dressing mix and flour in a
zip-top gallon-size bag. Shake to blend. Add wings (10 at a time) to bag. Seal shut, shake to coat
lightly. Place coated wings on a plastic-lined baking sheet. Repeat with remaining wings.
Refrigerate at least 30 minutes, or up to 1 day before frying. When ready to fry, heat oil in deep
fryer or Dutch oven until temperature reaches 375°F. Fry wings in batches, cooking each batch
8–10 minutes. Transfer wings from fryer to a plate lined with paper towels. Repeat with remaining
wings. Place cooked wings in large bowl or pan, covering loosely with foil while preparing more.
Make the sauce while the wings are cooking.SAUCEIn a small saucepan, melt the butter and
brown sugar. When brown sugar has dissolved, whisk in the hot sauce and vinegar. Add
remaining ingredients, and whisk until well blended.TO SERVEWhen all wings are fried, drizzle
with sauce. Stir to coat well. The longer the wings sit in the sauce, the hotter they get. (For milder
wings, remove from sauce after 15 minutes.)SERVES 4–12 (you know what I mean!)Note: This
Sweet Magnolia recipe will remind you of buffalo wings, but down South, we gotta make it just a
little something special. Gild the magnolia by serving with our blue cheese dressing and some
celery sticks—to help cut the heat!Cheddar Blossoms2 cups (8 ounces) grated sharp cheddar
cheese, room temperature½ cup butter, room temperature1¼ cups all-purpose flour½ teaspoon
sea salt¼–½ teaspoon ground cayenne pepper (you decide!)Poppy seeds Preheat oven to
350°F. Combine cheddar and butter in a medium mixing bowl. Blend well. Whisk together flour,
salt and cayenne pepper. Add to cheese and butter mixture. Blend well. Fill the barrel of a cookie
press with dough. Choose the five-petal flower disc, and secure onto the end of the cookie



press. Press cheddar blossoms onto ungreased cookie sheets, spacing 1" apart. (If dough is too
firm, it will not press out easily. Microwave the dough briefly to soften, if necessary.) Sprinkle
some poppy seeds in the center of each blossom. Bake 1 pan at a time in center of oven 20–25
minutes, until golden brown. Immediately remove cheddar blossoms from cookie sheet, and
transfer to cooling rack to cool completely. Store in an airtight container at room temperature up
to 2 weeks. Alternately, cover tightly, and freeze up to 4 months.MAKES ABOUT 80Note: No
Southern affair (whether plain or fancy) would be complete without cheese straws. This is the
Sweet Magnolia version of cheese straws—making them just a bit more special with the addition
of poppy seeds in the center of each darling little blossom. These are a yummy treat and greatly
enjoyed at any cocktail buffet, wedding reception or simply with a glass of red wine.Blue Cheese
Dressing (with cognac)1½ cups mayonnaise1 cup heavy whipping cream½ cup white wine
vinegar2 tablespoons cognac4 ounces blue cheese crumbles, dividedSea salt and freshly
ground black pepper to tasteIn a blender or food processor, combine first four ingredients with
half of the blue cheese crumbles. Blend until smooth. Stir in remaining blue cheese, and season
with salt and pepper. Cover, and refrigerate up to 1 month.MAKES 3 CUPSNote: This drop-dead
fabulous blue cheese dressing is a favorite of Sullivan’s Restaurant patrons. On Margarita
Nights, you can find the Sweet Magnolias feasting on chicken wings and celery sticks—being
dunked first in this dressing.Cheddar Corn MuffinsLowcountry She-Crab SoupSULLIVAN’S
RESTAURANT SPECIALTIES OF THE HOUSEI’d like to say that Sullivan’s was always my
dream, but the truth is until my husband, Ronnie, and I split up, I hadn’t put much thought into
opening up my own restaurant. I was content to cook for anyone who’d hire me, though I have to
say that most of the menu offerings at Serenity’s mom-and-pop places didn’t present much of a
challenge. This has always been a fried chicken, potato salad and greens kind of town.Now, as a
born and bred South Carolinian, I like Southern cooking as much as anyone, but I just can’t
seem to keep myself from putting a little spin on the traditional dishes from time to time. I’d
accumulated an entire file box of recipes over time, trying them out on Ronnie and my daughter,
Annie, and the Sweet Magnolias every chance I got.When I found out Ronnie had cheated on me
—and about two seconds after I’d chased him off with a cast-iron skillet—I decided the time had
come to do something exciting and challenging just for me. With encouragement from my best
pals, Maddie and Helen, I put together the business plan for Sullivan’s, a restaurant dedicated to
putting some zip into regional specialties. Though I’m real proud of our fancy decor, the perfectly
pressed linen tablecloths and napkins I insisted on and the painting by our world-renowned local
botanical artist Paula Vreeland (Maddie’s mom) in our foyer, it’s the food that brings customers
from all over the state.Yes, that’s right. They come from all over. Oh, I had plenty of doubters,
folks around here who said I’d never make a success of an upscale restaurant without being in
Charleston or Columbia. But guess what? I proved them wrong. The glowing reviews started
coming in from the big newspapers and regional magazines—and so did the customers.By the
time Ronnie and I reconciled, I was a whole lot stronger than I’d been when we first fell in love
way back in high school—and a successful restaurant owner to boot! By then I didn’t need a



man in my life, but the pitiful truth is I sure did want this particular man. You know how that goes.
Some things just never change. When the right man comes along, it’s hard to get him out of your
system, even after he’s made a mistake the size of Ronnie’s. Sometimes you just have to take a
leap of faith that the apologies and the commitment are sincere.Now I wouldn’t share my trade
secrets with just anyone, but folks keep asking about certain dishes, like my catfish with its spicy
cornmeal coating or the peachy grilled chicken in a spicy peanut sauce. See what I mean?
These are not the same old same old.There are a lot more recipes here, straight off the
Sullivan’s menu. Pretty soon you’ll be just like me, taking something ordinary, adding a dash of
this and a teaspoonful of that and kicking all your cooking up a notch. But if you get any ideas
about opening your own restaurant, promise you’ll steer clear of Serenity. There’s only room for
one gourmet restaurant in this town, and Sullivan’s has filled that niche. At least I like to think it
has.Toasted Pecan & Red Pepper Jam8 (½-pint) canning jars, lids and screw-on bands2 cups
(about 8 ounces) pecan halves1 green bell pepper, seeded, finely chopped1 red bell pepper,
seeded, finely chopped6–8 jalapeño peppers, seeded (if desired), finely chopped1½ cups apple
cider vinegar1 tablespoon butter6½ cups sugar1 (3-ounce) pouch liquid fruit pectin Place jars,
lids and bands in a large pot. Fill with hot water. Bring to a boil over high heat, and boil at least 5
minutes. Scatter pecan halves on a rimmed baking sheet. Bake at 350°F about 10 minutes, just
until nuts begin to smell toasted. Remove from oven, and let cool. Using a serrated knife,
coarsely chop pecans. Place peppers in a 1½–2 gallon saucepan or Dutch oven. Add vinegar
and butter. Stir in sugar and pecans. Cook mixture over high heat, stirring often. Bring mixture to
a full rolling boil that cannot be stirred down. Stir in pectin. Return to a boil, and boil exactly 1
minute, stirring constantly. Remove from heat. Skim off any foam with a metal spoon. Ladle
immediately into prepared jars, filling to within ¼" of tops. Wipe jar rims clean. Cover with two-
piece lids. Screw bands securely. Place jars on elevated rack in canner. Lower rack into canner.
Water must cover jars by 1–2". Add boiling water, if necessary. Cover, and bring water to a gentle
boil. Process 10 minutes in boiling water bath. Remove jars, place upright on towel to cool 30
minutes, then turn jars upside down. Alternate jars upright, then upside down for the first 2 hours
of cooling to help suspend pecans and peppers in jam. Cool completely. After jars cool, check
seals by pressing middle of lids with finger. If lid springs back, lid is not sealed, and refrigeration
is necessary. Properly sealed jars can be stored at room temperature up to 2 years.Note: Enjoy
with grilled poultry, pork or most seafood. Super yummy served with cream cheese and crackers
for a speedy appetizer. Also makes a great bread-and-butter gift.Garlic Toast Rounds1 French
baguette, cut into ¼" slices½ cup extra virgin olive oilGarlic & herb seasoning Preheat oven to
300°F. Brush one side of each piece of bread with olive oil. Lightly sprinkle with garlic & herb
seasoning. Bake 30–40 minutes, until rounds are golden and completely dried out. Remove from
oven, and transfer to cooling rack. Allow to cool thoroughly before storing airtight up to 2
weeks.MAKES ABOUT 60 PIECESNote: Serve these delicious petite toasts with appetizers of
almost any variety. These are great with savory dips and fondues as well as alongside salads
and soups.Bacon & Swiss Appetizer CheesecakeCRUST1½ cups finely crushedRitz crackers¼



cup melted butterFILLING2 (8-ounce) packages cream cheese, softened2 eggs2 cups grated
Swiss cheese10 slices bacon, cooked, crumbled½ teaspoon dried basil¼ teaspoon dried
marjoram¼ teaspoon dried thyme1/8 teaspoon freshly grated nutmegSalt and pepper to
tasteTOPPING1 cup sour cream3 slices bacon, cooked, crumbled¼ cup chopped green
onionsSERVE WITH:CrackersToast rounds or pointsCRUST Preheat oven to 325°F. Stir
together cracker crumbs and butter. Press into the bottom of a 9" springform pan. Bake 15
minutes. While crust is baking, prepare filling.FILLING Combine all ingredients, and beat well
with an electric mixer. Spread filling over baked crust. Bake 30 minutes. Remove from oven, and
place on cooling rack.TOPPINGWhile the cheesecake is still warm, top with sour cream, and
spread evenly over entire surface. Allow it to come to room temperature. Top with crumbled
bacon and green onions. Cover, and refrigerate until ready to serve (within 3 days).TO
SERVELoosen cheesecake from pan by running a knife around the edge, then release spring,
and remove cheesecake along with the bottom of the pan from the walls. Serve in small wedges
with an assortment of crackers or homemade toast rounds or points.SERVES 16–20Shrimp,
Crab & Swiss Appetizer Cheesecake1½ cups finely crushed Ritz crackers2 cups (8 ounces)
grated Swiss cheese, divided¼ cup butter, melted3 (8-ounce) packages cream cheese,
softened3 large eggs1 tablespoon OLD BAY Seasoning½ teaspoon cayenne pepper8 ounces
fresh lump crabmeat, picked through8 ounces cooked, squeezed dry salad-size shrimp8 ounces
sour cream, room temperature1 chopped bunch green onionsCRUST Preheat oven to 350°F.
Spray the inside of a 9" springform pan completely with cooking spray. Combine cracker crumbs,
2 ounces (½ cup) of the grated Swiss and melted butter. Press firmly in bottom of prepared pan.
Bake 15 minutes. While crust is baking, prepare filling.FILLING Combine cream cheese, eggs,
OLD BAY Seasoning and cayenne. Beat until smooth. Stir in crabmeat, shrimp and remaining 6
ounces of grated Swiss cheese. Pour onto baked crust. Using a spatula, level filling. Bake 45
minutes. Let cool in pan on cooling rack 10 minutes. (You may need to run a thin knife around
inside of pan if filling has stuck to pan.) Release spring, and carefully remove springform wall
from cheesecake. Evenly spread sour cream over top of cheesecake. Cool to room temperature.
Sprinkle top with green onions. Cover, and refrigerate up to 2 days before serving.SERVES
16Cheddar Corn Muffins22/3 cups corn muffin mix (see Corn Muffin Mix recipe)*1 (14½-ounce)
can whole-kernel corn, drained6 ounces grated cheddar cheese1 cup sour cream2 eggs,
beaten Preheat oven to 400ºF. Grease a standard-size 12-cup muffin tin. In a large mixing bowl,
combine first 3 ingredients. In a separate small bowl, blend together sour cream and eggs. Stir
into dry mixture.
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Nancy, “Sherryl Woods The Sweet Magnolias Cookbook:. After reading all of Sherryl Woods
books on the Sweet Magnolias and hearing about all the yummy recipes in the stories I just had
to get the cookbook. I was not disappointed! It has some fantastic recipes in it and Sherryl's
comments along with the recipe's just make the cook book even better. If you're a fan of Sherryl
Woods you will love this, and if you're not you are missing out on some really good reading!!☺”

Charlene Haynie, “Yummy recipes. It was everything I expected it to be and morw.”

H. Derr, “A great book to go along with the Sweet Magnolia series. A great book to go along with
the Sweet Magnolia series. Finally having a recipe for some of the goodies mentioned in the
books makes me want to have a margarita while reading.”

Mary Anne Erlinger, “Sent a book to my Granddaughter also... It is a good book. I'm from
Charleston, South Carolina and some of the recipes do not have the same ingredients in them
that my Grandmother and Mother used but that it OK. I can add. Still a great book for people
that is not from theSouth.”

HASH, “Fun to read and eat. I love the Sweet Magnolias books and to find a cookbook with so
many good recipes in it relating back to our beloved characters was quite a find. I am enjoying
reading it and, of course, making some of those delightful recipes.”

paulette, “amazing cook book. The Sweet Magnolias Cookbook exceeded my expectations.
Many interesting recipes to try. I immediately made a shopping list to buy the ingredients for
several recipes. I especially liiked that there were new things that I've never saw before. Great
book!”

Amanda hinton, “Perfect and everything you’d except. Loved it and definitely recommend if you
are a sweet magnolia‘s fan”

Ebook Tops Reader, “great recipes. this has some familiar recipes and some brand new. if you
like to experiment as well as stick to the tried and true you will love this book.”

jellen, “Five Stars. Lovely Cookbook - lots of great recipes!!”

The book by Sherryl Woods has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 134 people have provided feedback.
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